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Key Challenges:

Why SAP BO:

 Standardize business processes

 SAP Business Objects

throughout the company

Implementation offers with relevant

 Satisfy compliance requirements

information and insights in no time

 Fulfill demanding reporting needs for

to achieve outstanding results to

executive decision making
 Streamline transactions between
groups(products/ plants)
 Sales Planning was performed in

the decision makers.
 SAP BO also helps business users
transform their decision making by
providing data-based, high quality

System details

Excel and did not integrate

information regardless of where

SAP BOBJ BI implementation

valuations of expenses

data resides

Implementation Partner
PrimeNumerics Consulting Pvt Ltd
Duration:

Objectives:

1 year

 Complete integration of Financial Planning, Budgeting and forecasting.
 Complete integration of Sales Forecasting

Aquapharm Chemicals
Pvt Ltd. after successful
SAP BOBJ BI Project
implementation has
helped in better business
visibility and tracking of
performance measures

 Simplification of communication during the logistics process disruptions
between customer, service provider and supplier as well as an accurate, fast
and sustainable elimination of the disruption’s root causes.

Solution:

Benefits:

 Gathering the functional and technical requirements

 Standardized reporting layer led to huge savings in
time and effort spent in data analysis, from 4 -5

from the respective departments
 Mapping of

currently used Excel reports

to

 Provided enhanced analytics featuring interactive

equivalent SAP data
 Developing intuitive web intelligence reports from
 Creation of report templates which includes “Whatif” scenario and drill down features for Financial
Compensation

data visualization graphics and charts identifying
trends and effectiveness of the recoveries process

SAP R3 data

Planning,

hours per report to just minutes

Planning,

and

Sales

 Ensured consistency of analyses across different
end user resources
 Eliminated data integrity issues
 Enabled end users to perform data analysis using

forecasting

dashboards as well as access to detailed level data
Tools:
 SAP Business Objects XI 4.0
 SAP Business Objects Universe Designer
 SAP Business Objects Web Intelligence
 SAP Business Objects Dashboard
 SAP Business Objects Crystal Reports
 SAP Visual Intelligence/ Lumira

About PrimeNumerics:
PrimeNumerics offers complete, standardized suite of analytics for Business Objects customers. We anticipate and
exceed our customers' needs, build strong and lasting partnerships, and provide superior business value.
PrimeNumerics has a team of 200 dedicated consultants with deep domain experience and a rich knowledge base in
Business Objects products, universe development, reporting, database administration and communications. W e also
offer corporate performance management tools of balance scorecards and dashboards, and classroom and online
training for Business Objects. PrimeNumerics has a well-defined and field-tested implementation strategy roadmap for
the efficient execution of projects.
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